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Math
We are wrapping up Unit 2 and will complete the 
assessment soon.  Here’s what we focused on in this 
unit:
~solving addition and subtraction story problems
~adding using circle drawings to show addition and 
subtraction
~counting on to find the sum
~generating addition and subtraction stories
~relating addition to subtraction 

Nov. 5 – Kids Vote (at Barley Sheaf)
Nov. 5, 7, 8, 28, 29 – No School
Nov. 20, 21, 25, 26, 27 – Early Dismissal
Nov. 20, 21, 25, 26 – Parent/Teacher Conferences
A letter confirming your appointment time was sent home 
last week.  Please make every effort to attend as 
scheduled.  Should you need to reschedule, please contact 
your child’s teacher as soon as possible.  

We have completed Unit 2 & 3 
which introduced:
~blend, read and spell 3 letter 
words
~read & write words with 
digraphs (wh, ch, sh, th & ck)
~write dictated sentences
~learn trick words (into, to, or, 
for, as, has, we, he, she, be, me)
~identify main events in stories
~practice applying capitalization, 
spacing and punctuation rules 

Science
Students have been learning 
that scientists ask questions and 
observe/explain a phenomenon.  
Next, we will study patterns of 
change in the sun, moon and 
stars.  We will also look at the 
relationship between the 
amount of daylight and the time 
of year.  Writer’s Workshop

We’ve continued writing Small Moment stories.  
Students have learned to write attention-grabbing 
beginnings followed by a body containing many 
details.  Ask your son/daughter what he/she has 
been writing about.

Reading
Students have been meeting in small reading groups 
for several weeks now.  Our focus has been on 
learning to apply reading strategies, improving 
fluency and demonstrating comprehension.  You’ve 
probably noticed all of these skills in action while 
listening to your child read at home.  


